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On a New Family of Flag-transitive Semibiplanes
ANTONIO PASINI AND SATOSHI YOSHIARA
Each of the d-dimensional dual hyperovals Shm discovered by Yoshiara [20] gives rise, via affine
expansion, to a flag-transitive semibiplane A f (Shm ). We prove that, if m + h = d + 1, then A f (Shm )
is an elation semibiplane. In the other cases, if d > 2 then A f (Shm ) is not isomorphic to any of
the examples we are aware of, except possibly for certain semibiplanes obtained from Dn -buildings
defined over G F(2). However, many semibiplanes live hidden as quotients inside halved hypercubes.
It is thus quite natural to ask whether any of our semibiplanes are like that. We prove that A f (Shm ) is
a quotient of a halved hypercube if and only if h = m.
c© 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Basic definitions. We refer to [11] for the notions of diagram geometry we will use in
this paper. We recall that a semibiplane of order s is a connected finite incidence structure
6 = (P,B), where P and B are the set of points and the set of blocks, such that:
(S1) any two distinct points (blocks) are incident with either no or two common blocks
(points);
(S2) every block (point) is incident to exactly s + 2 points (blocks).
The pairs ({a, b}, {A, B}), with a, b distinct points and A, B distinct blocks such that A∩B =
{a, b}, are usually taken as lines, with the convention that a and b (resp. A and B) are the
points (blocks) incident to a line ({a, b}, {A, B}). The points, the blocks and the lines of 6
form a c.c∗-geometry of order s:
(c.c∗) • • •
c c∗
1 s 1
points lines blocks
In view of (S1), if ({a, b}, {A, B}) is a line then any of the pairs {a, b} and {A, B} uniquely
determines the other one. Accordingly, lines can also be regarded as pairs of points belonging
to the same block or (dually) as pairs of blocks with non-trivial intersection.
According to the above, semibiplanes may be regarded both as point-block structures and
as c.c∗-geometries. In each case we will freely choose the point of view that better suits what
we want to say. In particular, when speaking of quotients, covers and simple connectedness,
we will regard semibiplanes as c.c∗-geometries.
A few families of semibiplanes are described below. After that, we will recall the definitions
of gluings and wrapping numbers.
Halved hypercubes. The n-dimensional halved hypercube is one of the most important semi-
biplanes. It is a truncation of the Coxeter complex of type Dn :
•
•
• •
HHHH


..... • •
types to truncatepoints
blocks
lines
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As Coxeter complexes are 2-simply connected, halved hypercubes are simply connected (com-
pare [10, Theorem 1]).
Projective semibiplanes (Hughes [7]). Given an involutory collineation ρ of PG(2, q), let
P (resp. B) be the set of non-trivial orbits of ρ on the set of points (lines) of PG(2, q) and
declare {p1, p2} ∈ P and {L1, L2} ∈ B to be incident when {p1, p2} ⊂ L1 ∪ L2. Then
6(ρ) := (P,B)with the above defined incidence relation is a semibiplane of order s = q−2.
We call 6(ρ) an elation, homology or Baer semibiplane according to whether ρ is an elation,
a homology or a Baer involution.
Affine expansions of dimensional dual hyperovals. According to Huybrechts and Pasini [9]
(also Yoshiara [20] and [19, Section 4], Del Fra [6] and Huybrechts [8]) a d-dimensional
dual hyperoval of PG(n, 2) (a d-dual hyperoval, for short) is a family S of d-dimensional
subspaces of PG(n, 2) such that:
(H1) every point of PG(n, 2) belongs to either no or just two members of S;
(H2) any two members of S have just one point in common;
(H3) the set S0 :=⋃X∈S X spans PG(n, 2).
It easily follows from (H1) and (H2) that the pair (S, S0) is a complete graph with s + 2
vertices, where s = 2d+1 − 2.
Given a d-dual hyperoval S in PG(n, 2) and regarding PG(n, 2) as the geometry at infinity
of AG(n + 1, 2), the affine expansion A f (S) of S is the semibiplane defined as follows: the
points of A f (S) are the points of AG(n + 1, 2) and the blocks of A f (S) are the (d + 1)-
subspaces of AG(n+ 1, 2) having a member of S as the space at infinity. The lines of A f (S)
are the lines of AG(n + 1, 2) with point at infinity belonging to S0. The connectedness of
A f (S) follows from (H3).
Two d-dual hyperovals S and S ′ of PG(n, 2) are said to be isomorphic (and we write
S ∼= S ′) if S ′ = ϕ(S) for some automorphism ϕ of PG(n, 2). The automorphism group
Aut(S) of S is the stabilizer of S in the automorphism group Ln+1(2) of PG(n, 2).
Regarding L := Aut(S) as a subgroup of the stabilizer in A = A0Ln+1(q) of a dis-
tinguished point of AG(n + 1, 2), we can consider the extension AS := T L of L by the
translation group T = O2(A) of AG(n + 1, 2). Clearly, AS is a subgroup of Aut(A f (S)).
It is flag-transitive on A f (S) if and only if L is 2-transitive on S. We call AS the affine
automorphism group of A f (S).
Flat c.c∗-geometries and gluings. A c.c∗-geometry is said to be flat when all of its points
are incident with all blocks. Many flat c.c∗-geometries are obtained by gluing two copies of
AG(n, 2) (Baumeister and Pasini [3]). Explicitly, let A be the geometry of points and affine
lines of V = V (n, 2). We can regard the non-zero vectors of V as the points at infinity of
the lines of A, a line {x1, x2} having x1 + x2 as its point at infinity. Given a permutation α of
V − {0}, the gluing of A with itself via α is the c.c∗-geometry Gl(α) defined as follows: the
points (blocks) of Gl(α) are the pairs (0, x) (resp. (1, x)) with x ∈ V . The lines of Gl(α) are
the ordered pairs ({x1, x2}, {y1, y2}) of lines of A with α(x1 + x2) = y1 + y2. Every point of
Gl(α) is declared to be incident with every block of Gl(α) and the points (blocks) incident to
a line ({x1, x2}, {y1, y2}) of Gl(α) are (0, x1) and (0, x2) (resp. (1, y1) and (1, y2)).
The following proposition will be exploited to prove Theorem 1.11 of this paper.
PROPOSITION 1.1 (BAUMEISTER AND PASINI [3]). The geometry Gl(α) is a quotient of
a halved hypercup if and only if α ∈ Ln(2).
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The wrapping number. Wrapping numbers of C2.c- and c.c∗-geometries are defined in [12].
We will recall that definition here, but re-phrase it for semibiplanes.
Given a semibiplane 6 and a line L = ({v0, v1}, {X0, X1}) of 6, let X be a block on v0
different from X0 and X1. Clearly, v0 ∈ X0 ∩ X . Let u0 be the point of X0 ∩ X different
from v0. As both u0 and v1 belong to X0, they also belong to another common block Y , and
v1 ∈ Y ∩ X1. Let u1 be the point of Y ∩ X1 different from v1. Again, there are precisely two
blocks on u1 and v0 and X1 is one of them. We denote the other one by γL ,v0(X).
Thus, a permutation γL ,v0 is defined on the set of blocks incident to v0 but not to v1. Let
w(L) be the order of γL ,v0 . (Note that γL ,v0 and γL ,v1 have the same order; also, we can
permute the roles of points and blocks in the above, thus obtaining a permutation γL ,X0 of the
points of X0 different from v0 and v1, but with γL ,X0 and γL ,v0 having the same order.) The
wrapping number w(6) of 6 is the maximal value of w(L), with L ranging in the set of lines
of 6.
The following propositions have been proved by Pasini and Pica [12, Lemma 3.8 and Corol-
lary 4.2].
PROPOSITION 1.2. Wrapping numbers are preserved when taking covers.
PROPOSITION 1.3. We havew(6) = 1 if and only if6 is a quotient of a halved hypercube.
1.2. The semibiplanes considered in this paper. The semibiplanes studied in this paper are
affine expansions of the d-dual hyperovals constructed by Yoshiara [20]. We recall their defi-
nition here.
Let q = 2e with e ≥ 2 and regard G F(q) as an e-dimensional vector space over G F(2).
Accordingly, the set V := G F(q)× G F(q) obtains the structure of a 2e-dimensional vector
space over G F(2). Given two positive integers m, h < e, relatively prime with e, let
X (t) := {(x, x2m t + t2h x)}x∈G F(q) (for t ∈ G F(q))
and Sem,h := {X (t)}t∈G F(q). (The symbol Shm is used in [20] instead of Sem,h , but we prefer the
latter here, in order to keep a record of e in our notation.) Clearly, X (t) is an e-dimensional
subspace of V , namely an (e−1)-dimensional subspace of the projective geometry PG(V ) ∼=
PG(2e − 1, 2) of linear subspaces of V . We denote by 〈Sem,h〉 the span of
⋃
t∈G F(q) X (t) in
PG(V ).
PROPOSITION 1.4 (YOSHIARA [20]). The family Sem,h is an (e− 1)-dimensional dual hy-
peroval of 〈Sem,h〉. Furthermore, if m + h = e, then 〈Sem,h〉 is a hyperplane of PG(V ); other-
wise, 〈Sem,h〉 = PG(V ).
In any case, the affine expansion A f (Sem,h) of Sem,h is a semibiplane of order 2e − 2. When
m + h = e, that semibiplane has 22e−1 points; otherwise, it has 22e points. The following
propositions have also been proved by Yoshiara [20].
PROPOSITION 1.5. We have Sem,e−m ∼= Sen,e−n for any two positive integers m, n < e
relatively prime with e.
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let m, n, h, k be positive integers less than e and relatively prime with
e and suppose that m+h 6= e 6= n+ k. Then Sem,h ∼= Sen,k if and only if either (m, h) = (n, k)
or m + n = h + k = e.
PROPOSITION 1.7. For any choice of positive integers m, h < e relatively prime to e, the
group Aut(Sem,h) acts 2-transitively on the family Sem,h .
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Therefore, the above propositions lead to the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1.8. For any choice of positive integers m, h < e relatively prime to e, the
affine automorphism group of A f (Sem,h) is flag-transitive.
1.3. Main results. It is clear from the previous results that the case of m + h = e is quite
exceptional, as we shall prove in Section 4.
THEOREM 1.9. If m + h = e, then A f (Sem,h) is an elation semibiplane.
Elation semibiplanes are simply connected (Baumeister and Pasechnik [2]), which leads to
the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1.10. If m + h = e, then A f (Sem,h) is simply connected.
Let m + h 6= e. Then, as noted before, A f (Sem,h) has 22e points, whereas an elation semibi-
plane with the same order as A f (Sem,h) (namely, s = 2e − 2) has 22e−1 points. Hence
A f (Sem,h) cannot be an elation semibiplane in that case. However, one might wonder if
A f (Sem,h) is isomorphic to any of the other known semibiplanes. Clearly, we only need to
consider semibiplanes of order s = 2e − 2 with (s + 2)2 points. This restriction immediately
rules out the other two types of projective semibiplanes, the examples constructed by Del
Fra [5] and those of Polster and Schroth [14] and [15]. (By the way, the semibiplanes of [14]
and [15], when obtained from Q(4, q), are just homology semibiplanes.)
Two families of d-dual hyperovals different from those described in the previous subsection
also exist, realized inside PG(2d, 2) (Cooperstein and Thas, paper in preparation; see also
Del Fra [6]) and in PG(n, 2) with n + 1 = (d + 2)(d + 1)/2 (Huybrechts [8]; see also
Subsection 6.2 of this paper). However, the semibiplanes arising from them never satisfy the
above condition on the number of points, except for the two-dimensional example of the
Huybrechts’s family. As we will show in Section 6 (Proposition 6.8), the latter is isomorphic
to A f (S31,1) (∼= A f (S32,2)).
Many semibiplanes live hidden as quotients inside halved hypercubes. Thus, one might also
wonder if any of our semibiplanes is actually a quotient of a halved hypercube. The following
theorem (to be proved in Section 5) answers this question.
THEOREM 1.11. The universal cover of A f (Sem,h) is a halved hypercube if and only if
m = h.
REMARK. As m and h are relatively prime with e, if m + h = e and m = h then e = 2
and m = h = 1. In fact, A f (S21,1) is both an elation semibiplane and a copy of the four-
dimensional halved hypercube.
Only one class of semibiplanes remains to be considered, described in Section 6, which is
obtained from a building 1 of type Dn over G F(2) by removing a hyperplane from each of
the two half-spin geometries of 1. We call them semibiplanes of biaffine Dn-type. We will
compare those semibiplanes with ours, aiming to prove the following conjecture.
CONJECTURE. If m 6= h, then A f (Sem,h) is neither a cover nor a quotient of any semibi-
plane of biaffine Dn-type.
REMARK. The restriction m 6= h is essential here, as A f (Sem,m) is indeed a quotient of a
particular semibiplane of biaffine Dn-type (see Proposition 6.8).
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We cannot prove the above conjecture in general. However, the following theorem will be
proved in Section 7.
THEOREM 1.12. Let m 6= h and suppose that some prime divisor of e does not divide
m − h. Then the universal cover of A f (Sem,h) is not a cover of any semibiplane of biaffine
Dn-type.
In particular, note the following corollary.
COROLLARY 1.13. With e, m and h as in Theorem 1.12, the semibiplane A f (Sem,h) is
neither a cover nor a quotient of any semibiplane of biaffine Dn-type.
In [13] we continue the investigation of our semibiplanes from a graph-theoretic point of
view, comparing the incidence graph of A f (Sem,h) with the coset graph of the extended binary
Kasami code. In that paper we also exploit a graph-theoretic approach to study the universal
cover of A f (Sem,h) when m 6= h. We only remark here that the case of e ≤ 6 can be settled
by some calculations of Baumeister and Pasini [3]. Indeed, as we will see in Subsection 3.4,
A f (Sem,h) admits a flag-transitive flat quotient. Universal covers of flat flag-transitive c.c∗-
geometries of small order are computed in [3]. According to those computations, when m 6= h
and e ≤ 6, then A f (Sem,h) is simply connected. We have imitated those calculations for e = 7,
obtaining the same outcome. (Note that, however, when e ≤ 7, pairs (m, h) with m + h 6= e
and m 6= h only exist for e = 5 or 7.)
2. A FEW LEMMAS ON CERTAIN FUNCTIONS ON G F(2e)
Given an integer e ≥ 2, let q := 2e and let h and m be positive integers between 1 and
e − 1. Suppose that m and h are relatively prime with e. Then the maps
α : x 7→ x2h and β : x 7→ x2m (x ∈ G F(q))
are generators of the Galois group Gal(q) := Gal(G F(q)/G F(2)). In particular, the maps
α − 1 : x 7→ x2h−1 and β − 1 : x 7→ x2m−1 (x 6= 0)
are automorphisms of the multiplicative group G F(q)× of G F(q). Their inverse maps are
denoted 1/(α − 1) and 1/(β − 1) respectively:
x1/(α−1) = y if and only if x = yα−1,
x1/(β−1) = y if and only if x = yβ−1.
The composition of (α − 1) and 1/(β − 1) is denoted ε. Clearly, ε is an automorphism of
G F(q)×. The inverse map of ε is denoted 1/ε:
xε := x (α−1)/(β−1) and x1/ε := x (β−1)/(α−1) (x ∈ G F(q)×).
Note that xε = x if and only if xα−1 = xβ−1 and the latter equality holds if and only if
xαβ
−1 = x . That is, xε = x if and only if x lies in the subfield of G F(q) consisting of
elements fixed by the Galois automorphism αβ−1 : t 7→ t2h−m . When h 6= m, this implies
that x is contained in the subfield G F(2d), where d = (m−h, e), the greatest common divisor
of h − m and e. Therefore, this leads to the following lemma.
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LEMMA 2.1. For x ∈ G F(q)×, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) xε = x;
(2) x2h−m = x;
(3) either h = m or h 6= m and x lies in the subfield G F(2d) of G F(q), where d =
(h − m, e).
Define a map fε from G F(q)− G F(2) to itself as follows:
fε(t) := 1+ (1+ tε)1/ε (t ∈ G F(q)− G F(2)).
The map fε is a bijection, as it is the composite of bijections ε, τ(1), ε−1 = 1/ε and τ(1) in
this ordering, where τ(1) : x 7→ x + 1 is the translation by 1. Thus fε is a permutation of the
set G F(q)− G F(2).
We can also extend fε to G F(q)× (or to G F(q)) by the clause fε(1) = 1 (and fε(0) = 0).
Thus, fε is a permutation of G F(q)× (of G F(q)) fixing 1 (and 0). Clearly, the order of fε is
the same if we regard it as a permutation of G F(q)− G F(2) or as a permutation of G F(q)×
(of G F(q)). Let o( fε) be that order.
As fε is the product of two involutory permutations τ(1) and ετ(1)ε−1, those involutions
invert fε; in particular, τ(1)( fε)iτ(1) = f −iε for every integer i :
f −iε (x) = f iε (x + 1)+ 1 (for every x ∈ G F(q), i = 0, 1, . . .). (∗)
Furthermore, as
fε(x)+ 1
x
= (x
ε + 1)1/ε
x
=
(
1+
(
1
x
)ε)1/ε
= fε
(
1
x
)
+ 1,
we have
fε(x)+ 1
x
= fε
(
1
x
)
+ 1 = f −1ε
(
1
x
+ 1
)
(for all x ∈ G F(q)×). (∗∗)
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that h 6= m and let d = (m − h, e). If f nε (t) = t for t ∈ G F(q) −
G F(2) and some natural number n, then the product
n−1∏
i=0
f i+1ε (t)+ 1
f iε (t)
=
n−1∏
i=0
f −1ε
(
1
f iε (t)
+ 1
)
=
∏n−1
i=0 f iε (t + 1)∏n−1
i=0 f iε (t)
lies in G F(2d)×.
PROOF. The equivalence of the above three expressions for the product follows from (∗)
and (∗∗), noting that
n−1∏
i=0
( f i+1ε (t)+ 1) =
n−1∏
i=0
( f iε (t)+ 1) =
n−1∏
i=0
f −iε (t + 1) =
n−1∏
i=0
f iε (t + 1).
From the defining formula of fε, we have
( fε(x)+ 1)ε = 1+ xε (for every x ∈ G F(q). (1)
If we apply the automorphism β to (1) and we add the resulting equation to (1), then we obtain
xε + xεβ = ( fε(x)+ 1)ε + ( fε(x)+ 1)εβ . (2)
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The left-hand side of (2) is equal to xε(1+ xε(β−1)) = xε−1(x+ xα), since ε(β−1) = α−1.
Replacing x by fε(x)+ 1, the right-hand side of (2) is
( fε(x)+ 1)ε−1( fε(x)+ fε(x)α).
Thus it follows from (2) that( fε(x)+ 1
x
)ε−1( fε(x)+ fε(x)α
x + xα
)
= 1 (3)
for every x ∈ G F(q)−G F(2). (Note that x(x+xα) = 0 if and only if x ∈ G F(2).) Replacing
x with f iε (t) in (3) (for i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1) and multiplying the n equations thus obtained,
we find that (
n−1∏
i=0
f i+1ε (t)+ 1
f iε (t)
)ε−1
= 1. (4)
(Note that ∏n−1i=0 ( f i+1ε (t) + f i+1ε (t)α)/( f iε (t) + f iε (t)α) = 1.) By (4) and Lemma 2.1, the
product
∏n−1
i=0 ( f i+1ε (t)+ 1)/( f iε (t)) lies in G F(2d)×. 2
As 1 + (1/t)ε ∈ G F(2d) if and only if t ∈ G F(2d), Lemma 2.2 for n = 1 implies the
following lemma.
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that h 6= m and let d = (m − h, e). Then fε(t) = t if and only if t
lies in the subfield G F(2d) of G F(q).
LEMMA 2.4. The order of fε is 1 if and only if m = h (and hence ε = 1).
PROOF. Let o( fε) = 1. That is, fε(t) = t for every t ∈ G F(q)×. Suppose h 6= m. Then it
follows from Lemma 2.1 that all elements of G F(q) belong to G F(2d), where d = (m−h, e).
However, as 1 ≤ h,m ≤ e − 1, we have d < e. Then G F(2d) is a proper subfield of G F(q),
a contradiction. Thus we have h = m. Conversely if h = m, then α = β, ε = 1 and so
fε(t) = t for every t ∈ G F(q) by the definition of fε. 2
COROLLARY 2.5. The permutation ε is induced by a linear mapping of G F(q) if and only
if m = h (and hence ε = 1).
PROOF. If m = h then ε = 1 and there is nothing to prove. Conversely, suppose that ε
is induced by a linear mapping of G F(q). Then (1 + t)ε = 1 + tε for all t ∈ G F(q) −
G F(2). Equivalently, (1 + (1 + t)ε)1/ε = t for all t ∈ G F(q) − G F(2). Hence m = h, by
Lemma 2.4. 2
We now examine the case of o( fε) ≤ 2.
PROPOSITION 2.6. We have o( fε) ≤ 2 if and only if ε = 1 (that is, h = m).
PROOF. If ε = 1 then fε is the identity map by the definition. Conversely assume that
o( fε) ≤ 2. From Lemma 2.4, we may assume that o( fε) = 2. We will derive a contradiction.
Suppose h 6= m and let d = (m−h, e). It follows from Lemma 2.2 that for n = 2 the element
F(t) := (t + 1) fε(t + 1)
t fε(t)
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belongs to G F(2d)× for every t ∈ G F(q)− G F(2). Note that
fε(t + 1)
t
= f
−1
ε (t)+ 1
t
= fε(t)+ 1
t
= f −1ε
(
1
t
+ 1
)
= fε
(
t + 1
t
)
(1)
by formula (∗∗) and the assumption that fε(x) = f −1ε (x) for every x ∈ G F(q). Replacing t
by t + 1 in (1) we obtain fε(t)/(t + 1) = fε
( t
t+1
)
. Thus, with g(t) := fε((t + 1)/t), we have
F(t) = (t + 1) fε(t + 1)
t fε(t) =
fε((t + 1)/t)
fε(t/(t + 1)) =
g(t)
g(t + 1) . (2)
As g is the composition of the inversion ι : x 7→ 1/x , the translation τ(1) and fε, it is
a bijection on G F(q) − G F(2). Consider the composite h of the bijections g−1, τ(1) and
g, namely h(x) = g(g−1(x) + 1) (for x ∈ G F(q) − G F(2)). This function is a bijection
on G F(q) − G F(2) of order 2 which does not fix any element, as it is a conjugate of the
fixed-point-free map τ(1). However, as previously said, F(t) belongs to G F(2d)× for every
t ∈ G F(q) − G F(2). Therefore, by (2), the elements x := g(t) and h(x) = g(t + 1) of
G F(q)× belong to the the same coset of G F(2d)×, for every t ∈ G F(q)− G F(2).
Thus, each non-trivial coset xG F(2d)× (x ∈ G F(q)−G F(2)) is invariant under the bijec-
tion h. (As o( fε) = 2, such a coset exists by Lemma 2.4.) As h is a fixed-point-free involution,
this implies that |xG F(2d)×| = 2d − 1 is even, which is absurd. Hence we conclude that if
o( fε) = 2 then h = m. However, this implies that o( fε) = 1 by Lemma 2.4, which is a
contradiction. 2
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF A f (Sem,h)
As in the previous section, q = 2e for e ≥ 2 and m, h are positive integers less than e and
relatively prime with e. Furthermore, V := G F(q)×G F(q) is regarded as a 2e-dimensional
vector space over G F(2), as in Subsection 1.2.
3.1. Preliminaries. According to Proposition 1.4, when m + h = e the span 〈Sem,h〉 in
PG(V ) of the set
⋃
t∈G F(q) X (t) is a hyperplane of PG(V ). In fact,
〈Sem,e−m〉 = {(x, y) | T r(y) = 0}
where T r(y) denotes the absolute trace of y over G F(2) (Yoshiara [20]). We recall that,
regarding G F(q) as a vector space over G F(2), the function T r is a linear functional on
G F(q). Accordingly, its kernel is a hyperplane of G F(q). In order to treat the cases h+m 6= e
and h + m = e simultaneously, we set
F := G F(q) and f := 2e if e + m 6= q,
F := T r−1(0) and f := 2e − 1 if h + m = e,
V0 := G F(q)× F (= 〈Sem,h〉 ∼= V ( f, 2)).
Thus, the members of Sem,h are distinguished e-dimensional linear subspaces of V0 and the
blocks of A f (Sem,h) are the cosets in V0 of the members of Sem,h . Clearly, the following lemma
holds.
LEMMA 3.1. Given a block B = (a, b) + X (t) of A f (Sem,h) and a point (x, y) ∈ V0, we
have
y + x2m t + t2h x = b + a2m t + t2h a (∗)
if and only if (x, y) ∈ B.
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Note that y + x2m t + t2h x ∈ F for every (x, y) ∈ V0 and every t ∈ G F(q) and that, given
x, t ∈ G F(q) and z ∈ F , there is a unique y ∈ F such that z = y + x2m t + t2h x . Thus,
the linear mapping ζt : V0 7→ F sending (x, y) to ζt (x, y) := y + x2m t + t2h x is surjective.
Lemma 3.1 says that ζt is constant on blocks. Hence we can restate the lemma as follows.
COROLLARY 3.2. Given X (t) ∈ Sem,h , the blocks of A f (Sem,h) with X (t) as the space at
infinity are the fibers of the function ζt .
Note also that we can always put x = 0 in (∗) of Lemma 3.1, thus obtaining y = b +
a2
m
t + t2h a = ζt (a, b). Therefore, for every z ∈ F , the fiber ζ−1t (z) of ζt contains the
point (0, z), which is the unique point (x, y) ∈ ζ−1t (z) with x = 0. In other words, with
X (∞) := {(0, z) | z ∈ F}, every fiber of ζt meets X (∞) in just one point. Accordingly, this
leads to the next corollary.
COROLLARY 3.3. Every block of A f (Sem,h) meets X (∞) in exactly one point.
3.2. Another description of A f (Sem,h). We shall now give another description of A f (Sem,h),
more suited for certain computations. We embed V0 as a linear hyperplane in V ( f + 1, 2),
viewing it as the set of triples (0; x, y) with (x, y) ∈ G F(q)× F . Accordingly, the points of
A f (Sem,h) can be viewed as the vectors of V ( f + 1, 2) belonging to the complement V1 of
V0, namely the triples (1; x, y) with (x, y) ∈ G F(q)× F .
Let6em,h := (V1, V0, ∗) be the incidence structure with V1 as the set of points, V0 as the sets
of blocks and an incidence relation ∗ defined as follows: (1; x, y) ∗ (0; t, z) precisely when
y + z = x2m t + xt2h . Then, by Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 we have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.4. The function sending every element (1; x, y) ∈ V1 to (x, y) and (0; t, z)
∈ V0 to the block (0, z)+ X (t) of A f (Sem,h) is an isomorphism from 6em,h to the point-block
system of A f (Sem,h).
Therefore, 6em,h is a semibiplane and two elements of V1 are incident with the same block
of 6em,h if and only if the corresponding points of A f (Sem,h) are collinear. Thus, we can de-
fine the lines of 6em,h as pairs {(1; x1, y1), (1; x2, y2)} of distinct points with ζt (x1, y1) =
ζt (x2, y2) for some t . Equivalently, we may also define them as pairs of blocks incident
with a common point, namely pairs {(0; t1, z1), (0; t2, z2)} where (t1, z1) 6= (t2, z2) and
ζ−1t1 (z1) ∩ ζ−1t2 (z2) 6= ∅.
3.3. Affine automorphisms. Let G be the affine automorphism group of A f (Sem,h). The
group G is flag-transitive on A f (Sem,h) (Corollary 1.8). By definition, G is a subgroup of the
automorphism group Aut(AG(V0)) = ASL( f, 2) of the geometry AG(V0) of affine varieties
of V0 and contains the translation group T of AG(V0). The stabilizer in G of a point of
AG(V0) is a copy of the automorphism group Aut(Sem,h) of Sem,h .
Suppose e > 2, with m 6= h when e = 3. Then, as shown by Yoshiara [20], Aut(Sem,h) =
T0 M S (∼= A0L1(q)) where T0 is elementary abelian of order q = 2e and M and S are cyclic
of order q − 1 and e, respectively. The elements of T0 are translations τa (for a ∈ G F(q))
acting as follows on V0 and on the members of Sem,h :
τa :
{
(x, y) 7→ (x, x2m a + a2h x + y),
X (t) 7→ X (t + a).
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The elements of M are dilatations µb (for b ∈ G F(q)×), acting as follows:
µb :
{
(x, y) 7→ (xb, ybη),
X (t) 7→ X (b1/εt)
where
η := 2
m+h − 1
2h − 1 = 1+
2h
ε
and ε := 2
h − 1
2m − 1 (as in Section 2).
Finally, the elements of S are field automorphisms σ ∈ Gal(q), acting as follows:
σ :
{
(x, y) 7→ (xσ , yσ ),
X (t) 7→ X (tσ ).
When either e = 2 or e = 3 and m = h, then Aut(Sem,h) = ASLe(2) (Yoshiara [20,
Proposition 7]). However, the automorphisms described above still exist. They form a copy of
A0L1(2e) inside P SLe(2). In particular, T0 is the translation subgroup of ASLe(2).
In any case, O2(G) = T T0, and is of order 2 f+e. The commutator subgroup of O2(G) is
{tv | v = (0, b), b ∈ F}, which is the stabilizer of X (∞) in T . We denote it by T∞ and we set
T1 = T/T∞. Thus, O2(G)/T∞ = T1 × T0, and is elementary abelian of order 22e.
3.4. A flat quotient. The orbits of T∞ on the set of points of A f (Sem,h) are the cosets of
X (∞). However, every such coset meets every block in exactly one point (Corollary 3.3).
Therefore, T∞ defines a quotient of A f (Sem,h). Furthermore, T∞  G and G/T∞ is flag-
transitive on A f (Sem,h)/T∞. Clearly, A f (Sem,h)/T∞ has 2e points (blocks), as many as the
points in a given block (blocks on a given point). Therefore, A f (Sem,h)/T∞ is flat and, being
flag-transitive, it is a gluing of two copies of AG(e, 2) (Baumeister and Pasini [3, Theorem 6]).
Note that ε is a permutation of G F(q)× and, regarding G F(q) as an e-dimensional vector
space over G F(2), we can take G F(q)× to be the set of points at infinity of the space A
(∼= AG(e, 2)) of points and affine lines of G F(q). We can now give a more explicit description
of A f (Sem,h)/T∞ as a gluing.
PROPOSITION 3.5. The quotient A f (Sem,h)/T∞ is a gluing of two copies of A via the per-
mutation ε.
PROOF. We refer to the model 6em,h of A f (Sem,h). The elements of T∞ act as follows
on 6em,h : for v = (0, b) ∈ {0} × F , tv sends (1; x, y) and (0; t, z) to (1; x, y + b) and
(0; t, z + b). Accordingly, factorizing by T∞ amounts to dropping the third coordinate from
the pairs (1; x, y) and (0; t, z), thus obtaining just (1, x) and (0, t). Moreover, the lines of
6em,h are pairs as follows:
({(1; x1, y1), (1; x2, y2)}, {(0; t1, z2), (0; t2, z2)}) (1)
where (x1, y1) 6= (x2, y2), (t1, z1) 6= (t2, z2) and (1; xi , yi ) ∗ (0; t j , z j ) for i, j = 1, 2. Hence
x1 6= x2 and t1 6= t2 (by Corollary 3.3) and x2mi t j + t2
h
j xi + yi = z j for i, j = 1, 2. Therefore,
x2
m
i (t1 + t2)+ (t1 + t2)2
h
xi = z1 + z2 for i = 1, 2. This implies that (x1 + x2)2m (t1 + t2)+
(t1 + t2)2h (x1 + x2) = 0, namely:
x1 + x2 = (t1 + t2)ε. (2)
If we drop the third coordinate from the triples of (1), we obtain the pair
({(1, x1), (1, x2)}, {(0, t1), (0, t2)}),
with x1 + x2 and t1 + t2 satisfying (2). The conclusion is obvious. 2
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3.5. The wrapping number of A f (Sem,h).
PROPOSITION 3.6. The wrapping number w of A f (Sem,h) is the order o( f 2ε ) of the permu-
tation f 2ε of G F(q) − G F(2) (with fε as in Section 2). In particular, w = 1 if and only if
o( fε) ≤ 2.
PROOF. As A f (Sem,h) is flag-transitive, w(L) does not depend on the particular choice of
the line L . Thus, with v0 := (0, 0) and v1 := (1, 0), we can take L := {v0, v1} = X (0)∩X (1)
and X = X (t) for some t ∈ G F(q)− G F(2). Since
X (s) ∩ X (t) = {(0, 0), ((s + t)ε, (s + t)εβ t + (s + t)εtα)}, (∗)
we have X (0) ∩ X = {v0, u0} with u0 := (tε, 0)}. Again, by (∗), the block Y on {u0, v1}
different from X (0) is v1 + X ((1 + tε)1/ε) and we have Y ∩ X (1) = {v1, u1} with u1 :=
(1+ fε(t)ε, fε(t)εβ + fε(t)ε). Finally, the block γL ,v0(X) on {v0, u1} different from X (1) is
X ( f 2ε (t)). Thus, γL ,v0 sends X (t) to X ( f 2ε (t)). Hence w(L) is the order of f 2ε as a permuta-
tion of G F(q)− G F(2). 2
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.9
Let ρ be an involutory elation of PG(2, q) and let 6(ρ) be the projective semibiplane de-
fined by ρ (Subsection 1.1). We may assume that the center and the axis of ρ are [0, 0, 1] and
l∞ = 〈[0, 1, 0], [0, 0, 1]〉, respectively, and that ρ permutes the points [1, 0, 0] and [1, 0, 1].
(Needless to say, the symbol [x, y, z] denotes the point of PG(2, q) represented by the vector
(x, y, z) of V (2, q).) The points of6(ρ) are pairs {[1, x, y], [1, x, y+1]}. For a, b ∈ G F(q),
let l(a, b) be the line {[x, y, z]|ax + by + z = 0}. Clearly, l(a, b) does not pass through the
center of ρ and every block of 6(ρ) has the form {l(a, b), l(a + 1, b)}.
Assuming m + h = e, consider the description of A f (Sem,h) as 6em,h in Subsection 3.2 and
let the maps α and β be defined as in Section 2. Note that αβ = 1, as m + h = e. Define a
map κP (resp. κB) from the set of points (blocks) of6(ρ) to the set of points (blocks) of6em,h
as follows:
κP : {[1, x, y], [1, x, y + 1]} 7→ (1; x, yβ + y),
κB : {l(a, b), l(a + 1, b)} 7→ (0; b, aβ + a).
Since yβ + y = (y + 1)β + (y + 1), these maps are well defined and, since α is a generator
of Gal(q) and β = α−1, every element of F = T r−1(0) can be expressed as yβ + y for some
y ∈ G F(q). In addition, we have yβ + y = zβ + z if and only if either y = z or y + z = 1.
Thus the maps κP and κB are bijections. Furthermore, it follows from the definition of 6em,h
that the point (1; x, yβ + y) is incident with the block (0; bβ , aβ + a) if and only if
yβ + y + aβ + a = xβbβ + x(bβ)α = (xb)β + xb.
The above condition is equivalent to y + a + xb being fixed by the generator β of Gal(q),
which happens only if y + a + xb = 0 or 1. However, y + a + xb = 0 or 1 if and only if
either [1, x, y] or [1, x, y + 1] belongs to the projective line l(a, b).
Thus, the point (1; x, yβ + y) of 6em,h is incident with the block (0; bβ , aβ + a) if and only
if the point κ−1P (1; x, yβ + y) = {[1, x, y], [1, x, y + 1]} of 6(ρ) is incident with the block
κ−1B (0; bβ , aβ + a) = {l(a, b), l(a + 1, b)} of 6(ρ). The proof is complete. 2
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.11
We give two different proofs of this theorem. Each of them has its own interest.
First proof. Reduction to gluings. According to Proposition 3.5, the geometry 6em,h admits
a flag-transitive flat quotient 6em,h/T∞ which is a gluing of two copies of AG(e, 2) with ε as
the gluing permutation. By Proposition 1.1, 6em,h/T∞ is a quotient of a halved hypercube if
and only if ε is induced by a linear mapping of G F(q) (the latter being regarded as a G F(2)-
vector space). However, by Corollary 2.5, this happens if and only if h = m. Hence6em,h/T∞
is covered by a halved hypercubed if and only if m = h. As the halved hypercube is simply
connected, if it covers 6em,h/T∞, it also covers 6
e
m,h . The proof is complete. 2
Second proof. Computing the wrapping number. Letw be the wrapping number of A f (Sem,h).
By Proposition 1.3, A f (Sem,h) is a quotient of a halved hypercube if and only if w = 1. By
Propositions 3.6 and 2.6, we have w = 1 if and only if m = h. This proves Theorem 1.11. 2
6. SEMIBIPLANES OF BIAFFINE Dn -TYPE
Throughout this section 1 is the building of type Dn defined over G F(2). We take the
numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . , n as types, as follows:
•
•
• •
2
1
3 4HHHH


..... • •
n − 1 n
Given an element x of 1 of type k > 3, we denote by 1x the lower residue of x , namely the
residue of a flag F of type {k, k + 1, . . . , n} containing x . Clearly, 1x is a building of type
Dk−1 over G F(2) and it does not depend on the particular choice of a flag F as above.
For i = 1, 2 and for an element x of 1, the symbol σi (x) will denote the i-shadow of x ,
namely the set of i-elements of 1 incident to x . Still with i = 1 or 2, we denote by Si the
half-spin geometry of 1 with respect to i , namely the point-line geometry with the elements
of type i as points, those of type 3 as lines and the incidence relation inherited from 1.
6.1. Preliminaries and definition.
Removing a hyperplane of a half-spin geometry. Given a geometric hyperplane H of S1,
let 1(H) be the structure obtained from 1 by removing all elements x with σ1(x) ⊆ H and
declaring two elements x, y to be incident in 1(H) precisely when they are incident in 1
and furthermore σ1(x) ∩ σ1(y) 6⊆ H . It is well known (see Shult [17], for instance) that the
complement of H in S1 is connected. Therefore, 1(H) is connected.
Given an element x of1(H) of type k > 3, let Hx := H ∩σ1(x). Clearly Hx is a geometric
hyperplane of the half-spin geometry of 1x relative to 1 and the lower residue of x in 1(H)
is the geometry 1x (Hx ) obtained by removing Hx from 1x . The latter is connected, just as
1(H). Consequently, 1(H) is residually connected. Thus, 1(H) is a geometry. It has rank n
and we obtain its diagram by putting the label c on the stroke {1, 3}, as shown in the following
picture (where the integers below the nodes of the diagram are orders):
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•
•
• •
2
1
2 2
HHHH


c
..... • •
2 2
Removing two hyperplanes. Suppose we are given two hyperplanes H1 and H2 of S1 and
S2, respectively. Then we can also consider the intersection1(H1, H2) of1(H1) and1(H2),
formed by the elements x with neither σ1(x) ⊆ H1 nor σ2(x) ⊆ H2.
In particular, when n = 3 we have 1 = PG(3, 2) and, if the elements of 1 of type 1
(resp. 2) are taken as points (planes) of PG(3, 2), then H1 is the set of points of a given plane
pi and H2 is the set of planes on a given point p. The structure 1(H1, H2) is a semibiplane
of order 2 and it is obtained by removing the residues of pi and p from PG(3, 2). We denote
that semibiplane 1+3 or 1
−
3 according to whether p ∈ pi or p 6∈ pi . (Actually, 1+3 and 1−3
are the only semibiplanes of order 2 and 1+3 ∼= A f (S21,1), the latter being isomorphic to the
four-dimensional halved hypercube.)
When n > 3, things are more intriguing. To begin with, we do not know if the structure
1(H1, H2) is connected in general, least of all residually connected. A case-by-case analysis
is impossible, since the number of non-isomorphic hyperplanes of Si increases as n goes up,
faster than n. Needless to say, the number of pairings (H1, H2) increases even faster. (We
know from Shult [16] that all hyperplanes of Si arise from the half-spin projective embedding
of Si , but this information does not help much here.) However, whatever the pair (H1, H2)
is, we can partition the set of chambers of 1(H1, H2) into geometric chamber systems with a
nice diagram. To show this we need two lemmas, which we state without proof (as the proofs
are straightforward).
LEMMA 6.1. Let x be an element of 1(H1, H2) of type 1 or 2. Then the residue of x in
1(H1, H2) is isomorphic to AG(n − 1, 2).
LEMMA 6.2. Given an element x of 1(H1, H2) of type k > 3, for i = 1, 2 define Hi,x :=
Hi ∩ σi (x). Then 1x ∩ 1(H1, H2) = 1x (H1,x , H2,x ). In particular, if k = 4 then 1x ∩
1(H1, H2) is isomorphic to either 1+3 or 1
−
3 .
Now let C(H1, H2) be the ‘chamber system’ of 1(H1, H2), namely the graph with the cham-
bers of 1(H1, H2) as vertices and pairs of adjacent chambers as edges. By Lemmas 6.1
and 6.2, and recalling that C(H1, H2) is a subsystem of the chamber system of 1, which
is geometric, we easily obtain the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 6.3. The connected components of C(H1, H2) are geometric chamber sys-
tems with diagram and orders as in the following picture:
•
•
• •
1
1
2 2
HHHH


c
c
..... • •
2 2
Semibiplanes of biaffine Dn-type. Given a connected component C of the graph C(H1, H2),
let 1(C) be its geometry. The elements of 1(C) of type 1, 2 and 3 (taken as points, blocks
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and lines, respectively), with the incidence relation inherited from 1(C), form a semibiplane
of order s = 2n−1 − 2. We call it a semibiplane of biaffine Dn-type.
6.2. A special case Almost nothing is known on semibiplanes of biaffine Dn-type in gen-
eral. However, for the following special choice of (H1, H2), the related semibiplane is well
understood. Let F = {a1, a2} be a flag of 1 of type {1, 2} where, for i = 1, 2, ai is the
element of type i . Define H1 and H2 as follows:
• if n is even then Hi is the set of i-elements of1 at non-maximal distance from ai in the
incidence graph of 1, for i = 1, 2;
• if n is odd then Hi is the set of i-elements of 1 at non-maximal distance from a j in the
incidence graph of 1, for {i, j} = {1, 2}.
It is well known that H1 and H2 are geometric hyperplanes of S1 and S2 (see Shult [16], for
instance). Furthermore, note the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 6.4. The structure 1(H1, H2) is residually connected (whence, it is a
geometry).
(This statement is straightforward, but one can also obtain it as a special case from a theorem
of Blok and Brouwer [4].) Thus, 1(H1, H2) gives rise to a unique semibiplane (which, when
n = 3, is just 1+3 ). We call it the semibiplane far from F .
In the following, given F as above, 6 is the semibiplane far from F and G is the stabilizer
of F in O+2n(2).
Clearly, G acts faithfully on6. The following proposition is proved by Baumeister, Meixner
and Pasini [1].
PROPOSITION 6.5. The semibiplane 6 has 2(
n
2) points and is covered by the 2n−1-
dimensional halved hypercube. Furthermore, G is flag-transitive on 6.
We shall also describe the structure of G. In view of that, we need some notation. With
V = V (n, 2), let V0 be a hyperplane of V and v0 ∈ V − V0. The stabilizer of V0 in
L := Aut(V ) = Ln(2) is the affine group A := V0 : L0, where V0 (abusively) stands for the
group of transvections corresponding to the vectors of V0 and L0 is the stabilizer of {v0, V0}.
Let W = V ∧ V (∼= V ((n2), 2)). It is well known that the grassmannian of lines of PG(V )
admits an embedding ϕ in PG(W ) and, for v ∈ V − {0}, the image ϕ(v) of the set of lines
of PG(V ) on v is an (n − 2)-subspace of PG(W ). We denote by W0 the (n − 1)-space of W
corresponding to ϕ(v0).
The stabilizer of ϕ(PG(V )) in Aut(W ) is a copy of L . Accordingly, the stabilizer of ϕ(V −
V0) in the automorphism group of the affine geometry AG(W ) of W is the product W A
(where W is regarded as the translation group of AG(W )). Note also that W0 is normalized
by L0 < A and W0L0 ∼= V0L0. We are now ready to describe G.
LEMMA 6.6 (BAUMEISTER, MEIXNER AND PASINI [1]). We have G = W A. The stabi-
lizers of the points (blocks) of 6 are the conjugates of A (of W0L0) in G.
We can now characterize 6 as the affine expansion of a suitable dimensional dual hyperoval.
Let S := {ϕ(v)}v∈V−V0 . It is known that S is a d-dual hyperoval of PG(W ), with d = n−2
(Huybrechts [8]).
PROPOSITION 6.7. 6 ∼= A f (S).
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PROOF. Easy, by comparing the information given on G in Lemma 6.6 with the structure
of the affine automorphism group of A f (S). We leave the details for the reader. 2
If A f (Sem,h) is covered by6, then e = n−1 and h = m by Proposition 6.5 and Theorem 1.11.
The converse is also true.
PROPOSITION 6.8. The semibiplane 6 is a cover of A f (Sem,m), for e = n − 1 and for
any positive integer m < e relatively prime with e. In particular, when n = 3 or 4, then
6 ∼= A f (Sem,m).
PROOF. With V, V0 and W as above, let {ei }ni=1 be a basis of V with {ei }n−1i=1 a basis of
V0. Thus, {ei ∧ e j }i< j is a basis of W . We shall define a G F(2)-linear map f from W to
G F(q) × G F(q) sending each member ϕa (a ∈ V − V0) of S to a member X (t (a)) of the
dual hyperoval Sem,m , where e = n − 1 and t : V0 → G F(q) is a given linear bijection.
As V = V0 ⊕ 〈en〉, we have W = (V0 ∧ en) ⊕ ∧2V0 where V0 ∧ en = {v ∧ en}v∈V0 . The
map sending v ∈ V0 to v ∧ en is a linear bijection from V0 to V0 ∧ en . Identifying W with
(V0∧ en)×∧2V0 and V0 with V0∧ en , we denote a vector w = w1+w2 of W (w1 ∈ V0∧ en ,
w2 ∈ ∧2V0) by (w0, w2), where w0 is the unique vector of V0 with w0 ∧ en = w1.
Given a vector a + en (a ∈ V0) of V − V0, the member ϕa of S associated with a + en is
ϕa = {(a + en) ∧ x}x∈V0 = {(x, x ∧ a)}x∈V0 . Choosing a G F(2)-linear bijection t : V0 7→
G F(q), we set fi := t (ei ) (i = 1, . . . , e) and define a map f on the basis
{(ek, 0), (0, ei ∧ e j )|1 ≤ i < j ≤ e = n − 1, k = 1, . . . , e}
of W as follows, where α is an automorphism of G F(q) sending x ∈ G F(q) to x2m :{ f ((ek, 0)) := ( fk, 0), (k = 1, . . . , n − 1 = e),
f ((0, ei ∧ e j )) := (0, f αi f j + fi f αj ), (1 ≤ i < j ≤ e = n − 1). (1)
Then we extend f on W by linearity. We will show that f sends each member ϕa of S (a ∈ V0)
onto the member X (t (a)) of Sem,m .
Given a vector (x, x ∧ a) of ϕa , where x = ∑ei=1 xi ei and a = ∑ej=1 a j e j (xi , a j ∈
G F(2)), we have x ∧ a =∑1≤i< j≤e(xi a j + x j ai )(ei ∧ e j ). Therefore, by (1):{ f : (x, x ∧ a) 7→ (t (x), y), where
t (x) =∑ei=1 xi fi and y =∑1≤i< j≤e(xi a j + x j ai )( f αi f j + fi f αj ). (2)
We shall now check that (t (x), y) lies in the member X (t (a)) of Sem,m . It suffices to show that
y = t (x)αt (a)+ t (x)t (a)α . As t (x) =∑ei=1 xi fi and t (a) =∑ej=1 a j f j , we have
t (x)αt (a)+ t (x)t (a)α =
(
e∑
i=1
xi f αi
)(
e∑
j=1
a j f j
)
+
(
e∑
i=1
xi fi
)(
e∑
j=1
a j f αj
)
=
e∑
i=1
xi ai f αi fi +
∑
1≤h 6=k≤e
xhak f αh fk +
e∑
i=1
xi ai f αi fi
+
∑
1≤h 6=k≤e
xhak fh f αk
=
∑
1≤i< j≤e
(xi a j f αi f j + x j ai f αj fi )+
∑
1≤i< j≤e
(xi a j fi f αj + x j ai f j f αi )
=
∑
1≤i< j≤e
(xi a j + x j ai )( f αi f j + fi f αj ) = y.
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Hence f ((x, x ∧ a)) = (t (x), t (x)αt (a) + t (x)t (a)α) ∈ X (t (a)). As t is a bijection,
f (ϕa) = X (t (a)). Hence f sends each member ϕa of S to a member X (t (a)) of Sem,m . In
fact f : W 7→ G F(q)× G F(q) is surjective, as the X (t (a)) generate G F(q)× G F(q) and,
as ϕa and X (t (a)) are isomorphic as vector spaces over G F(2), the restriction of f on each
ϕa is a linear bijection from ϕa to X (t (a)). It is now clear that f induces a cover from A f (S)
to A f (Sem,m). Furthermore, if n ≤ 4 then f is an isomorphism, as A f (S) and A f (Sem,m) have
the same number of points in this case. The conclusion follows from Proposition 6.7. 2
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.12
LEMMA 7.1. The wrapping number of a semibiplane of biaffine Dn-type is never greater
than 2.
PROOF. Let 6 be a semibiplane of biaffine Dn-type and let 1 be the Dn-building from
which 6 is obtained. Let L = ({v0, v1}, {X0, X1}) be a line of 6 and X a block incident
to the point v0 but not to v1. The residue of v0 in 1 is an (n − 1)-dimensional projective
geometry containing X as a point and L as a line. Furthermore, X is not incident to L , as
v1 6∈ X . Hence the residue of v0 contains a unique 4-element x of1 incident to both X and L .
Clearly, v1, X0, X1 ∈ 1x . As1, being a building, satisfies the Intersection Property (Tits [18,
Chapter 12]), 1x contains the point u0 ∈ X ∩ X0 − {v0}, the block Y 6= X1 incident to v1
and u0, the point u1 of Y ∩ X1 − {v1} and the block γL ,v0(X) 6= X1 incident to u1 and v0.
Thus, the computation of w(L) is actually done inside 1x ∩1(H1, H2) which, according to
Lemma 6.2, is isomorphic to 1+3 or 1
−
3 . However, it is easy to see that the wrapping number
of a semibiplane of order 2 is 1 or 2 (precisely, w(1+3 ) = 1 and w(1−3 ) = 2). Therefore,
w(L) ≤ 2. 2
Turning to A f (Sem,h), let w be its wrapping number.
LEMMA 7.2. Let m 6= h and suppose that some prime divisor p of e does not divide m−h.
Then w ≥ 3.
PROOF. Suppose the contrary. Then o( fε) = 4, by Propositions 3.6 and 2.6. Furthermore,
according to Lemma 2.3, the elements of G F(q) fixed by fε belong to the subfield G F(2d) of
G F(q), where d = (m−h, e). As (d, p) = 1, fε acts fixed point freely on G F(2p)−G F(2).
Let {t, fε(t)} be an orbit of fε in G F(2p) − G F(2) of length 2. Then f 2ε (t) = t . This
equality and the formula (∗) of Section 2 imply f 2ε (t + 1) = t + 1. Hence {t + 1, fε(t + 1)}
is also an orbit of length 2. Suppose t = fε(t + 1). Then an easy computation yields (t + 1)ε
= 1+ (t + 1)ε, which is impossible. Therefore, t 6= fε(t + 1). Thus, the orbits {t, fε(t)} and
{t + 1, fε(t + 1)} are mutually disjoint.
Therefore, the set of orbits of fε in G F(2p) of length 2 is partitioned into pairs, two orbits in
the same pair being permuted by the translation τ(1). Consequently, there is an even number
of such orbits. As the remaining orbits of fε in G F(2p)− G F(2) have length 4, the number
2p − 2 is a multiple of 4, which is impossible; a contradiction. 2
Theorem 1.12 follows from the above two lemmas and Proposition 1.2.
REMARK. It is known (Pasini and Pica [12, Result 4.4]) that the wrapping number of an ela-
tion semibiplane is equal to 3. Therefore, in view of Theorem 1.9, if e > 2 then A f (Sem,e−m)
has wrapping number w = 3. Note that, if m + h = e > 2, then m 6= h and (m − h, e) = 1.
This shows that 3 is in fact the best lower bound for w when m 6= h and (m − h, e) = 1.
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